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Transcribing English Phrases
Transcribing English Phrases is a sequel to Transcribing English Words, which is a practical
guide to the pronunciation, and transcription, of individual words in English. Transcribing
English Phrases is designed as a practical guide to matters of pronunciation when words
come together in phrases and clauses. It provides explanations for the kinds of variation to
word pronunciation that happen in ordinary, typical, informal colloquial speech in English.
The specific phonological features are the processes of simplification – assimilation
(anticipatory / coalescent / perseverative; phonemic / allophonic), elision, epenthesis and
liaison – and the effect of rhythm, particularly in the matter of strong and weak forms.
The term phrase is taken liberally to include those elements of clause structure that are larger
than single words: nominal, verbal, adjectival, adverbial phrases (or, groups) and
prepositional phrases. For the sake of convenience, Transcribing English Phrases also
includes instances where unstressed items are closely attached to stressed items even if they
belong syntactically to separate phrases; eg I’ll get them, where the subject I is fused
phonologically with the verb phrase ‘ll get, and the object them (unstressed) cannot stand
alone.
Like its companion course, the aim of Transcribing English Phrases is to develop your
powers of observation in matters of English pronunciation; it starts off gently with plenty of
examples and exercises in order to build up your confidence. Part 1 deals with all the
processes of simplification and concludes with an elementary test; a key is provided for this
test, but not for all the other exercises because you can’t go wrong with them! Part 2 deals
with rhythm and all the cases of strong and weak forms. Again the idea is to start off gently
and work up to the complications of the n’t forms. Part 3 consists of genuine monologues for
transcription; the first one is accompanied by a good deal of guidance, the second one with
less, and the third one with none at all. A key is provided to the transcription of these three
texts.
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Introduction
Talk does not normally consist of single words. Sometimes it does, but much more often,
talk consists of a vast number of words connected together in phrases, clauses, sentences,
phonological paragraphs – in whole texts of discourse. An utterance that consists of a single
word is usually a response like Yes, No, Well, Maybe, OK, Certainly, Absolutely, or Tench,
Paul, Cardiff, British, Male ..... But in most talk, words pile upon each other and they affect
each other’s pronunciation.
Take a simple example like Ten green bottles. Most people would recognize this phrase as
the title of an old song and would probably say it quickly and without any hesitation. As they
did so, they probably would not notice that the pronunciation of ten and green changes
because of the contact each has with adjacent words. In this case, ten would probably be
pronounced with its / n / changing to / N / in anticipation of its contact with the / g / of green;
and green would probably be pronounced with its / n / changing to / m / in anticipation of its
contact with the / b / of bottles. These kinds of change reflect a process known as
simplification, which is the equivalent in pronunciation to processes like economy of effort,
or ‘cutting corners’, in other spheres of life.
There is another kind of effect when words come together in phrases and clauses. Just as
words have a stress pattern, phrases and clauses do too. Think again of the old song:
Ten green bottles
Hanging on the wall
And if one green bottle
Should accidentally fall
There’d be nine green bottles
Hanging on the wall
Each line has three beats, or stresses – printed in bold - which means that certain words and
syllables are pronounced without stress - printed plain. In order to say these unstressed
words quickly enough not to spoil the rhythm, they are usually pronounced with a weak
vowel. And this means that certain words have at least two possible pronunciations - a strong
form with a strong vowel, and a weak form with a weak vowel. Take the word and for
example. Taken by itself, it is pronounced as / "ænd /; this is its strong form. And it is
sometimes pronounced like that in talk, for emphasis or contrast. But much more often, it is
pronounced in a different way, as in this song, as / @n /; this is its weak form. The choice
between its strong or weak form depends upon its role in a phrase or clause; if it is just
connecting words or clauses, it is usually pronounced in its weak form, but if someone wants
to draw attention to the connection itself, it would be pronounced in its strong form. This is a
choice at the level of discourse which is then reflected in the degree of prominence that a
person gives a word within a phrase or clause. As a general rule, lexical (or ‘content’) words
like nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are made prominent because of their importance in
a message, whereas grammatical (or ‘structure’) words like conjunctions, prepositions,
pronouns and determiners are usually pronounced without any prominence because their
role is basically to provide structure to phrases and clauses. English rhythm, then, relates to
the way in which unstressed syllables are integrated with the strong syllables of prominent
words in discoursse, to produce the pronunciation of phrases and clauses.

Most talk is conducted in an informal, rather rapid, colloquial style. Occasionally, talk is
slow and formal, in which case the processes of simplification would not necessarily operate.
Sometimes, the pace of talk is reduced to dictation speed when even rhythm choices do not

operate. If you had to dictate the Ten Green Bottles song, you would probably articulate all
the words in their full forms. (The dots (.) indicate pausing.)
"tEn . "gri:n . "bQtl=z
"h{NIN . "Qn . "D@ . "wO:l
"{nd . If . "wVn . "gri:n . "bQtl =
"SUd . "{ksi . "dEnt@li . "fO:l
"DE@ . "wUd . "bi: . "naIn . "gri:n . "bQtl =z
"h{NIN . "Qn . "D@ . "wO:l
Contrast this pronunciation with the way you would probably sing it!
"tEN "gri:m "bQtl =z
"h{NIN "Qn D@ "wO:l
@n If "wVN "gri:m "bQtl =
S@d "{ksI"dEntli "fO:l
D@ b bi "naIN "grI:m "bQtl =z
"h{NIN "Qn D@ "wO:l
Obviously, normal, ordinary, informal, colloquial talk is not like singing with its carefully
measured beat, but it is nevertheless marked by rhythm choices and simplification processes
as illustrated in the song.
We will consider the simplification processes first.

PART 1: Simplification
Assimilation
The adjustment of the articulation of words as a consequence of their immediate spoken
environment can happen in various ways. When an adjustment is made to accommodate an
actual phonetic feature in the immediate environment, that process of simplification is known
as assimilation. The adjustment makes the phoneme more similar to its environment. The
adjustment of the / n / in ten to the velar articulation of the / g / in green is a case of
assimilation: the / n / becomes velar / N / which shares an identical feature with the velar
articulation of / g /. Similarly, the / n / of green becomes bilabial / m / in anticipation of the
bilabial articulation of / b / in bottles.
/ n / in word-final position regularly adjusts itself in English to the anticipated point of
articulation of the consonant at the beginning of the next word. You might have noticed what
also happens to the / n / of one and nine in the song. Think of common phrases with the
prepositions on and in which are followed by words beginning with bilabial / p, b, m / and
you will notice that the / n / easily adjusts itself to / m / in anticipation.
on purpose
Qm "p3:p@s in person
Im "p3:sn
Now listen to and transcribe
on paper
_______
on principle _______

in print
in prison
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_______
_______

on behalf
on balance

_______
_______

in between
in Bristol

_______
_______

on Monday _______
in March
_______
on my behalf _______
in medicine _______
Notice that in cases like on Monday and in March, there is a ‘double’ / m / - a single
articulation of double length to account for the final / m / of on and in and the initial / m / of
the following word. Otherwise it would sound like
om unday
im arch
which does not sound typical of native English speech.
In a parallel way, word-final
velar consonants / k, g /.
on call
Listen and transcribe
on course
on guard
on grass

/ n / easily adjusts to a velar / N / in anticipation of following
QN "kO:l

in case

_______
_______
_______

in keeping
_______
in Gloucester _______
in goal
_______

An identical case of assimilation occurs in
negative). Listen and transcribe.
unpleasant
Vm"plEzn=t
unbalanced _______
unmade
_______
unkind
_______
ungrateful
_______

IN "keIs

the prefixes un- and in- (whether it means ‘in’ or
input
inbuilt
inmate
incorrect
ingratitude

"ImpUt
_______
_______
_______
_______

Now consider these phrases and note the assimilation process:
10p
"tEm "pi:
10 quid
"tEN "kwId
£1
_______
one go
_______
fine mess
_______
fine grain
_______
gun boat
_______
gun carrier
_______
hen party
_______
hen coop
_______
ten pin bowling_______
7 cases
_______
All these cases of / n / assimilation involve adjustments from one phoneme, / n /, to another
/m, N /. These are instances of phonemic assimilation. But the same kind of assimilation
occurs in
in fun
ten things
sun rise
in waves
in fact
one thought
on show
on Wednesday
on vacation in there
John Jones
runway
in verse
in theory
in use
ten weeks
But the resulting articulation from the assimilation process is not identical to an existing
phoneme: there is a labio-dental nasal [F] before the labio-dental / f, v /, a dental nasal [n^ ]
before the dental / T, D /, and either a post-alveolar or palatal nasal [J] before / r, S, tS, dZ, j /.
These are instances of allophonic assimilation, since the adjustments do not coincide with
other identifiable phonemes, and so are not recorded in a phonemic transcription.
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Assimilation of final / n / is common in many other languages, including Latin, where the
bilabial assimilation was actually expressed in the orthography: in + possibilis > impossibilis.
As a result we have spellings like impossible, improper, impress, imbalance, imbecile,
immense, immeasurable in English. And impromptu from Italian.
*
Assimilation of final / d / in English is almost parallel to that of / n /, but this is not matched
in many other languages. The / d / becomes bilabial / b / - retaining its voicing – before
bilabial / p, b, m /, and becomes velar / g / before velar / k, g /. (This is true of most English
accents, though West Walian English is an exception.) Notice the process in
bad penny
"b{b "pEni
red kite
"rEg "kaIt
good boy
_________
bad girl
_________
red meat
_________
good gracious _________
Notice it too in the greetings:
good morning "gUb "mO:nIN goodbye
"gUb "baI
Notice that in cases like good boy, goodbye, there is a ‘double’ / b / - a single articulation of
double length to account for the final / b / in / gUb / and the initial / b / of the following word,
likewise, a ‘double’ / g / in bad girl.
But final / d / also becomes post-alveolar / dZ / before palatal / j /.
Notice the process in
a bad year @ "b{dZ "j3: good use
"gUdZ "ju:s
Note the subtle difference in articulation between good use and good juice /"gUd dZu:s/.
Historically, this post-alveolar assimilation of / d / before / j / accounts for the / dZ / in words
like grandeur, verdure, soldier and, more recently, in educate, gradual. (Standard South
Walian English keeps the / dj / sequence in soldier: / "s@Uldj@ /.) Many transfer this process
also to the beginnings of words as in due, duty /"dZu:, "dZu:ti/.
The same kind of allophonic assimilation occurs in phrases like
good fun
a bad thing
a red shirt
which we noted with /n/ above.
*
Assimilation of final / t / in English used to be exactly parallel to assimilation of final / d /,
producing / p / and / k / - retaining voicelessness – before bilabial / b, d, m / and velar / k, g /.
Thus hot potato would be / "hQp p@"teIt@U / and white cross / "waik "krQs /. But a new
tendency has developed and that is to articulate final / t / as a glottal stop [ ? ]. This produces
hot as [ "hQ? ] and white as [ "waI? ], which eliminates any possibility of assimilation. Listen
to the two possibilities in the following phrases:
hot [ ? ] potato
hot / p / potato
white [ ? ] cross
white / k / cross
not [ ? ] bad
not / p / bad
eight [ ? ] goals
eight / k / goals
right [ ? ] mess
right / p / mess
Similarly, two possibilities before / j /, where the / t / could assimilate to post-alveolar / t?/ or
not
right [ ? ] use
right / t?/ use
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Historically, this post-alveolar assimilation to / t?/ before / j / accounts for the / t?/ in words
like venture, picture, question and, more recently, in situation, actual. Many transfer this
process – as for / d / + / j / - to the beginnings of words like tune, Tuesday. (One chocolate
firm recently ran a series of adverts relying on the popular perception of this tendency: Every
day is Chooseday!)
Listen also for the distinction between words like light (with glottal stop)
glottal stop) and rye, etc, in these phrases
light detector
lie detector
Great Britain
right bread
rye bread
hurt feelings
short line
shore line
tart manufacturer
boat man
bowman
and the subtle difference in articulation between
white shoes "waI? "Su:z why choose "waI "tSu:z

and lie, right (with
grey Britain
her feelings
tar manufacturer

Historically, the older tendency to assimilate may well account for the frequent mis-spelling
of utmost as *upmost. No doubt, the sense of the word and the analogy with uppermost also
contributed. (West Walian English is again an exception, where a fully articulated / t / is
usual in all these contexts).
*
Final / s / and / z / assimilate to post-alveolar / ? / and / Z / in the face of post-alveolar / ?,
t?, dZ / and palatal / j /, Consider phrases with this / DIs / and these / Di:z /
this shop
DIS "SQp
these shops Di:Z "SQps
this chair
_________
these chairs _________
this job
_________
these jobs
_________
this year
_________
these years
_________
Notice that in cases like this shop, bus shelter, there is a ‘double’ / ? / to account for the / ?/
assimilation at the end of the first word and the /?/ at the beginning of the following word.
Historically, this post-alveolar assimilation of / s, z / before / j / accounts for the /?, Z / in
words like pressure, mission and pleasure, vision and, more recently, in issue, usual. It also
accounts for the /?/ at the beginning of words like sure, sugar. Notice also how / s / readily
assimilates to /?/ before the / t? / in words like mischief / "mIStSIf/, question / "kwEStS@n/,
Christian / "krIStS@n/.
You will have noticed how / t, d, s, z / all yield to the post-alveolar assimilation process
before / j /. This is particularly noticeable when the following word is you or your, and is
easily demonstrated in the following phrases
did you?
you had your chance!
If the word you or your is unstressed not only does the assimilation process adjust the
pronunciation of / d / to / dZ / in anticipation of the / j /, but the / d / and / j / actually coalesce:
/ "didZ u /, / ju "h{dZ O: "tSA:ns /. However if the word you or your is stressed, as, for
example, in emphasis or contrast, the / j / is retained: / "didZ "ju: /, / "ju: "h{dZ "jO: "tSA:ns /.
Notice, then, these cases where you/your is unstressed
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I need you
ai "ni:dZ u
I’ll hide your money ai l "haIdZ O: "mVni
She loved you _________
I’ve sorted your car out_________
we’ll miss you_________
cross your arms
_________
it wakes you up________
he likes your sister
_________
we’ll lose you _________
use your head
_________
cocoa warms you up_________
he sees your problem _________
as you know _________
This is your life
_________
as you like it _________
does your wife know _________
it does you good_________
where’s your money _________
he has you in mind_________
what was your job
_________
Remember that there are two possibilities when /t/ is followed by /j/
he’ll meet you hi l "mi:?/tS u
he’ll meet your friend …"mi:?/tS O:
it won’t hurt you_________
I hate your guts!
_________
*
All the cases of assimilation we have considered so far involve an adjustment in the place of
articulation in anticipation of (or in coalescence with) an immediately following consonant.
The words have to belong to a phrase or a close knit syntactic structure within a clause.
Assimilation often operates when a pause of hesitation interrupts the pronunciation of a
phrase, like he’s gone . by bus /..."gQm . baI... / . But it does not operate when the pause
realizes the boundary between two clauses: how has he gone? By bus? /..."gQn . baI.../..
*
A quite different case of assimilation involves an adjustment in voicing. A voiced fricative in
word final position often loses its voicing, either partially or fully, if the next word begins
with a voiceless consonant. For instance, final / v / in have may weaken to a partially
devoiced [ vß ] before a voiceless consonant in a phrase like have to, or it may weaken with
full devoicing and become identical to / f /. Listen to the two possibilities:
"hæ {vß tu
"hæ {f tu
Similarly, final /z/, eg has to
"h{zß tu
"h{s tu
The partial devoicing process is a case of allophonic assimilation, but the full devoicing
process amounts to phonemic assimilation. Notice that the / v / of of, the / ð / of with, the / z /
of is, was can all be affected.
of course
with care
he’s too bad
with support
she’s fine
In the following cases, note once again the tendency for a single articulation of ‘double’
length to account for the assimilated consonant at the end of one word and an identical
consonant at the beginning of the following word.
full of fun
with thanks
that was so nice
This devoicing tendency often occurs within a word, at the juncture of two morphemes, in
parallel situations. Thus withstand / wID"st{nd / becomes [wIDß"st{nd] or / wIT"st{nd /, and
absent / "{æ bsn=t / becomes either ["{æbßsn=t ] or / "{æpsn=t /. Likewise subsist, absolutely,
obscene, newspaper. In the word absurd, two alternative assimilation processes may be
heard: either the / b / becoming [bß ] or / p /; or the / s / becoming / z /: /{p"s3:d/ or / {b"z3:d /.
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*
That second alternative – the voicing option – is frequently heard in other cases where a
voiceless fricative, particularly / s, ? / between voiced sounds becomes voiced itself. A well
known example is the change that has happened to the name Asia, where / S / has begun to
give way to / Z /: /"eIZ@/; and version / "v3:S@n / to / "v3:Z@n /, resource / rI"sO:s / to / rI"zO:s /,
transit / "tr{nsIt / to / "tr{nzIt / and Muslim / "mUslIm / to / "mUzlIm /.
*
These are the main cases of assimilation in English. Assimilation – phonemic or allophonic –
is usually anticipatory, but occasionally coalescent. It involves either the adjustment in the
place of articulation of final / n, d, t, s, z / before certain consonants, or the adjustment of the
voicing of fricatives (and occasionally, plosives) according to their environment. But there is
one other instance of assimilation in English where an adjustment is made that retains the
place of articulation of a preceding consonant. This happens regularly in the word happen!
If no vowel follows, the final / n / becomes syllabic and adjusts to the bilabial articulation of
/ p /: / "h{pm= /; also: happens / "h{pm=z /, happened / "h{pm=d /, but not in happening,
where the / n / is not syllabic: / "h{pnIN /. This kind of assimilation is called retentive or
perseverative, and is relatively rare in English – although it is common in other languages.
Other occasional instances in English include the possibility of open / "@Up@n / becoming
/ "@Upm= /; opens / "@Up@nz / becoming / "@Upm=z / and opened / "@Up@nd / becoming
/ "@Upm=d /; but opening / “@UpnIN / keeps the non-syllabic / n /.
Elision
A second type of simplification involves not an adjustment to a sound, but its complete
removal. This is known as elision; the missing sound is said to have been elided. Take the
name Christmas as an example; it used to be a compound consisting of Christ and mass, but
in the course of time, the / t / of the first word has been elided, and nowadays nobody would
normally pronounce the name with a / t /. Similarly, the word handkerchief used to be a
compound consisting of hand and kerchief, but again in the course of time the / d / of the first
word has been elided.
As it happens, elision mainly affects final / t, d / if they are preceded by a consonant – as in
the cases above – and also followed by a word beginning with a consonant – again, as in the
cases above.
First of all, we will consider the elision of final /d/. Notice what has happened to the / d / in
these other (formerly compound) words: handsome, sandwich, grandfather, grandchildren.
Notice too that as / d / is elided in grandparents, the preceding / n / is adjacent to a bilabial
consonant and assimilates to / p / by becoming / m /: /"gr{m%pE@r@nts /. Try and transcribe:
grandpa
_________
and also
grandmother _________
grandma
_________
keeping a ‘double’ / m / for the assimilating / n / and the / m / of the second part of the
compound. Transcribe, likewise:
handbag
"h{m%b{g
windbag
_________
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windmill
Transcribe
handset
landscape
bandstand
friendship
bend them

_________
"h{n%sEt
_________
_________
_________
_________

Now cases where / d / is preceded by / l /
wild beasts
"waIl "bi:sts
old men
_________
child protection_________
goldfish
_________
fold them
_________
The fact that the elision of / d / makes some of these words identical to others (while, goal,
foal) does not seem to trouble native English speakers, as the context usually makes it quite
clear which word is intended. Occasionally, there is potential ambiguity as in cold shed/ coal
shed, but again, usually the context is clear. Elision is sometimes expressed in 'popular'
spelling, eg Ol’ King Cole, Ole Man River.
Elision, however, does not take place if the following consonant is / h /, such as in
hand held
"h{nd %hEld
grand house _________
wild horse
_________
old hand
_________
and is optional if the approximants / r, w / or / l / follow
hand rail
_________/_________
hand luggage _________/_________
Grand Rapids _________/_________
landlocked
_________/_________
old rope
_________/_________
old lady
_________/_________
wild west
_________/_________
wild lily
_________/_________
If / j / follows, assimilation to / dZ / usually takes place
land use
"l{ndZ "ju:s
old year
_________
Thus, / d / elision takes place if it is word-final, preceded by a consonant and followed
immediately by a word beginning with a consonant (but with the above exceptions). It also
takes place if a suffix follows which begins with the right kind of consonant. Thus / d / is
elided in friends, and may optionally be elided in friendly. What about these words?
friendship
_________
blindness
_________
childless
_________
worldly
_________
handful
_________
child’s play _________
The past-tense suffix < -ed > is pronounced / d / after voiced consonants other than / d / itself
(see Transcribing English Words, p 40). If the immediately following word begins with a
consonant that causes elision, then the past tense suffix itself is elided. This means that the
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verb actually loses its tense marker; again, native English speakers do not appear to be
particularly bothered by this, since there will probably be enough in the context to indicate
which tense is intended. So, for example, in I warned them, the conditions are right for
elision to take place, leaving the spoken equivalent of I warn them. Naturally, a person may
decide to make the suffix noticeable by articulating the / d / in an exaggerated way, but this is
not normal in most ordinary, typical, informal colloquial speech. Transcribe the following as
in this informal colloquial style:
I warned them
_________
and called them
_________
and told them off
_________
*
Now, the elision of / t /. Just as / t / has been elided in Christmas, and also in words like
castle, listen, whistle, wrestle, soften, it is also elided in postman, facts, vastness. Some
people, but not all, elide the / t / in often: / "Qft@n, "Qf@n /. Otherwise, it appears to parallel
the case of / d / elision, but the preceding consonant must be voiceless in the case of / t /
elision. Thus, / t / is elided in
facts / "f{ks /
but not in
faults
instincts / "InstINks /
but not in
intends
vastness / "vA:sn@s /
but not in
pleasantness
Transcribe
soft spot
"sQf "spQt
lost cause
_________
left foot
_________
vast spaces
_________
apt remarks _________
Act Three
_________
just now
_________
best thing
_________
As with / d /, elision does not occur if the following consonant is / h /. Note the difference
between West Bromwich and West Ham. Elision does not take place in
gift horse
"gIft %hO:s
guest house _________
left hand
_________
and is optional if the approximants / r, w /, or / l / follow
last rites
_________/_________
soft landing _________/_________
left wing
_________/_________
gift wrap
_________/_________
guest list
_________/_________
wrist watch _________/_________
If / j / follows, either elision takes place, or assimilation to / tS /
last year
"lA:S j3: or "lA:StS j3:
cost unit
_________/_________
lost youth
_________/_________
West Yorkshire_________/_________
If a suffix follows which begins with the right kind of consonant, then / t / is elided/ Thus / t /
is elided in swiftness and may, optionally, be elided in swiftly. What about these words?
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rafts
ghostly
listless
softness
gift’s value

_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

The past tense suffix < -ed > is pronounced / t / after voiceless consonants other than / t /
itself (see Transcribing English Words, p 40). If the immediately following word begins with
a consonant that causes elision, then – just like the case of / d / - the / t / suffix is elided. This
means that in a case with past tense, like I washed them, where the conditions are right for
elision, then it will sound exactly like the spoken equivalent of the present tense, I wash them.
Transcribe the following in an informal colloquial style:
I left my friends
_________
crossed the street
_________
and passed the shops _________
but then lost my way _________
Notice that / t / does not readily get elided if it would otherwise bring two / s /s together at the
end of a word:
boasts
"b@Usts
costs
_________
feasts
_________
Nevertheless, / t / is elided in these cases:
first serve
"f3:s "s3:v
most surprising_________
lost soul
_________
*
Elision, in English, mainly involves final / t, d / when preceded by a consonant (a voiceless
one in the case of / t /) and followed immediately by a word beginning with certain
consonants. It also happens regularly to the / k / of ask when followed immediately by any
elision-inducing consonants. All the features of / t / elision apply:
Ask me a question
He’ll ask them each a question
They asked a question
Note the double elsion that takes place in
They asked me a question
but / k / is not elided if it would bring two / s /s together:
She always asks many questions
and may happen in
She’ll ask loads of questions
/ k / elision is restricted to the verb ask, no doubt because it is used so frequently. It does not
happen in words like risk, eg risked, or task, eg task force.
There are certain other cases of elision as a consequence of rhythm, but they will be dealt
with in Part 2.
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Epenthesis
Having considered elision – the loss of a sound – as a process of simplification, it might seem
strange to consider the addition of a sound as another way of simplifying pronunciation. But
there are some such cases in English.
Consider the word young. Its final consonant is a voiced velar nasal / N /. Now consider the
derived form youngster. You will notice that the ending begins with / s /, a voiceless alveolar
fricative. In every respect, the / s / articulation is different from the / N / articulation. / s / is
voiceless, / N / is voiced; / s / is oral, in the sense that the soft palate is raised, / N / is nasal,
with the soft palate lowered; / s / is fricative, with a partial closure in the mouth, / N / requires
complete closure; and / s / is alveolar, with the blade of the tongue against the teeth ridge,
/ N / is velar, with the back of the tongue against the soft palate. Thus, the transition to / s /
from / N / involves four changes: at the vocal folds, with the soft palate, with a different
degree of closure with a different part of the tongue. In careful speech, it is quite possible to
synchronize all these movements, but many people in ordinary, typical, informal colloquial
speech do not. What happens in their case is that the changes at the vocal folds and with the
soft palate are engaged first, and then the tongue ‘catches up’ afterwards. In other words, the
transition from / N / to / s / is staggered, with the result that an extra – transitional – sound is
produced. That transitional sound has the voicelessness and ‘orality’ of / s / but the tongue
position of the / N /, and is thus identical to the articulation of the English consonant / k /.
N
k
s
voiced
ß--- voiceless
Nasal
ß--oral
Closed
---à
fricative
Velar
---à
alveolar
This explains why many people, who do not synchronize all four changes, insert an
additional, transitional, / k /: / "jVNkst@ /. This process of adding, or inserting, an extra
transitional sound is known as epenthesis.
Transcribe the word gangster in two ways: _____________

______________

A parallel process of epenthesis happens in hamster:
M
Voiced
Nasal
closed
Bilabial

p
ß-ß----à
---à

s
voiceless
oral
fricative
alveolar

Try and pronounce hamster in these two ways, and transcribe each: ______________
______________ . (Epenthesis explains why hamster is sometimes mis-spelt as hampster!)
A third parallel case of epenthesis happens in monster. Although / n / and / s / share an
alveolar point of articulation, the tongue changes from a flat ‘broad’ contact to a grooved
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shape. As in the other transitions, the tongue movement may lag behind, leaving the flat
‘broad’ contact fractionally longer; this helps to produce a transitional /t/.
N
Voiced
Hard
Closed
Flat

t
ß-ß----à
---à

s
voiceless
oral
fricative
grooved

Try and pronounce monster in these two ways, and transcribe each: _________________
_______________ .
This process of epenthesis in English happens whenever a nasal sound is followed by a
voiceless fricative, as long as the voiceless fricative is not part of a stressed syllable.
Consider the sequence of nasal + / T /; transcribe these words with and without appropriate
epenthetic consonants:
warmth
____________
____________
tenth
____________
____________
millionths
____________
____________
length
____________
____________
strength
____________
____________
In the case of length and strength, an alternative process of simplification is possible for
some speakers, the process of assimilating the / n / to / N /: / "lEnT /, / "strEnT /. But then the
conditions are right again for epenthesis: / "lEntT /, / "strEntT /!
Consider also the sequence of / n / + / s /; transcribe these words with and without epenthetic
/ t /:
dense
____________
____________
chance
____________
____________
prince
____________
____________
once
____________
____________
patience
____________
____________
Notice then that the pronunciation with epenthetic / t / becomes a homophone with the plural
forms:
dents
chants
prints
wants
patients
a point which is not lost in jokes, eg about the doctor who lost his patience / patients!
Try triumph, triumphal, triumphant without, and with, epenthetic / p /. What about
circumference?
Finally, consider the sequence of nasal + voiceless fricatives in names. The son of Sam is
either Samson, or Sampson - with epenthetic / p /; similarly Simson and Simpson, Thomson
and Thompson. Epenthetic / p / has been realized historically in the place names Hampstead,
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Hampton, Hampshire, Kempton. Epenthetic / t / and / k / is often pronounced (but not spelt)
in names like Benson, Hanson, Johnson, Langton, Langford.
Liaison
Liaison is another process which involves the addition of a sound. In this case, a speaker
inserts a sound in order to ease the link between vowels at the end of one word and at the
beginning of an immediately following word.
The most well known case involves a historical < r > at the end of a word. In most British
accents, the < r > in a word like here is not pronounced if there is either a consonant
following in the next word, or silence. But if the immediately following word begins with a
vowel, the < r > does get pronounced: here in Britain / "hI@r Im "brItn= /. Such an / r / is
traditionally known as a ‘linking / r /’, as speakers use it to link up the end of one word with
the beginning of the next. Here are some more examples:
far
"fA:
far away
"fA:r @"weI
near ____________
near enough ____________
there ____________
there on the floor ____________
floor ____________
next floor up ____________
stir
____________
stir in
____________
ever ____________
ever after
____________
more ____________
more examples ______________
Notice the kind of vowel that occurs in the first column: / A:, I@, E@, O@, 3:, @ /, all relatively
open or mid, and back or central/centring. It is now very common for native English
speakers to add / r / to any word ending in these vowels when the immediately following
word begins with a vowel – even if there is no ‘historical’ / r / in the spelling. There was, in
the 1960s and 70s, a fierce controversy as to whether this ‘non-historical’ / r / liaison was
acceptable in contemporary Received Pronunciation, but it is now widely heard and accepted
as a current form, based on the analogy of the ‘linking / r /. But because of that controversy,
this ‘non-historical’ case is usually referred to as the ‘intrusive / r /’. Here are some
examples:
spa
"spA:
the spa is open
D@ "spA:r Iz "@Up@n
media __________
media operation
____________________
law
__________
law in Scotland
____________________
milieu __________
milieu in society
____________________
Laura __________
Laura Ashley
____________________
Although the ‘intrusive / r /’ is added on the analogy of the ‘linking / r /’, it is basically an
identical process of liaison, easing the link between two vowels across a word boundary.
*
If a word ends in the vowels / i:, i, eI, aI, OI /, some speakers use / j / to link them to a vowel
at the beginning of an immediately following vowel. And if a word ends in the vowels
/ u:, u, aU, @U /, a / w / is often used to produce a similar link. Here are some examples:
see
si:
see off
"si:j "Qf
stay __________
stay out
______________
high __________
high over
______________
toy
__________
toy animals ______________
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the end
new
no
how

______________

__________
__________
__________

new information ____________
no idea
______________
how about
______________
to end
______________
Liaison with / r, j, w / - the three approximants – eases the link between any final vowel and
any vowel at the beginning of an immediately following word. It is thus another type of
simplification process.
*
We have now covered all four of the processes of simplification that native speakers of
English employ in ordinary, typical, informal colloquial speech. And we have transcribed
plenty of examples of each type. But it must also be emphasized that this survey of
simplification processes applies to English, and not necessarily to other languages. Other
languages may have processes that are parallel to the English ones, but they may very likely
employ fewer, or different, or more processes than English does.
Remember too, native speakers have the option of not employing these simplification
processes, especially in a slow, deliberate style. Imagine, for instance, the opening
announcement at a seminar.
Today our subject is Anne Boleyn /..."{n bU"lIn /
and compare it with a less formal style in a following statement of explanation
As you know Anne Boleyn / "{m bU"lIn / was Henry VIII’s second wife
Transcribe these names and places in this less formal style
John Bull
Raymond Baxter
John Paul
Chris Jones
John Milton
Liz Yates
John Calvin
Leeds United
Ben Gunn
Arthur Askey
Gordon Brown
Roger Ellis
Robin Cook
Barbara Edwards
Colin Powell
Sarah Armstrong
Martin Bell
Ann Clwyd
Republican Party
Republican Guard
Don Quixote
Catherine Cookson
Don Bradman
Colin Cowdrey
Ian Botham
Ryan Giggs
David Beckham
Richard Burton
Bernard Matthews
Ronald Reagan
Bertrand Russell
(see Key)
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African Queen
American Beauty
Shakespeare in Love
Grand Canyon
Rift Valley
Amazon Basin
East Timor
West Virginia
Old Trafford
Ironbridge
River Avon
Avon Gorge

Part 2: Rhythm
Just as words have stress patterns, so do phrases. Indeed, some words and phrases have
identical patterns, for instance, inaction and in action /In"{kS@n /, even indeed and in deed
/In"di:d /.
In ordinary, typical, informal colloquial speech, it is usually the lexical items – the nouns,
verbs, adjectives and most adverbs – that are given prominence by assigning them their full
stress pattern. On the other hand, the grammatical items – prepositions, conjunctions,
determiners, pronouns and auxiliary and modal verbs – are ‘de-stressed’ unless they become
important in a given message. Many of these grammatical items are short monosyllabic
words which can be said quickly in any case. For instance, the word in is said just as quickly
in the phrases in action and in deed as the prefix in- in the words inaction and indeed. In the
case of in as a whole word, it is not only short and monosyllabic, but it also contains a vowel
that is potentially weak.
In our practice of the effects of rhythm in the pronunciation of phrases in English, we will
concentrate on the grammatical items and begin with the prepositions.
Prepositions
Prepositions have full forms and weak forms. Strong forms are used for emphasis or contrast
and when they occur at the ends of clauses:
Where are you flying to / tu: /
And travelling from
/ frQm /
Which hotel are you staying at / {t /
How long are you going for / fO: /
But in ordinary prepositional phrases, they are usually unstressed.
I’m flying to / t@ / Glasgow
on / Qm / Monday
from / fr@m / Gatwick
with / wID / a budget airline
staying at / @t / the ‘Old Barn’
in / In / the city centre
for / f@ / the weekend
Notice that the vowel in some prepositions changes to a weak vowel, like from / fr@m / and
at / @t /, but in others like on, with, in it does not. In the case of to, the vowel changes to the
neutral vowel if a consonant follows immediately, or to the weak vowel / tu / before a vowel.
In the case of for, the vowel changes to the neutral vowel, but a ‘linking / r /’ is added as
liaison before a following vowel. Now try these examples
Flying to _______ San Fransisco
from _______ Birmingham
staying at _______ the ‘Old Castle’
for _______ two weeks
Flying to _______ LA (/ "El "eI /)
from _______ Manchester
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staying at _______ the ‘Old Lodge’
for ________ a few days
The preposition of has a strong form: / Qv / for emphasis, contrast and the end position of a
clause, eg.
What’s he thinking of / Qv /
and a weak form when unstressed / @v /
Thinking of / @v / his holidays
Transcribe:
What does his plan consist of ______
A week of _____ sun in the south of ______ Spain, then climb to the top of ____ the
Rock of _____ Gibraltar then a month of _____ hiking along the coast of ____ North Africa.
The weak form is also often pronounced with / v / elided, reducing it to / @ /. Historically,
this is what has happened in telling the time, eg 2 o’clock / "tu: @ "klQk / for the older 2 of
(the) clock. It is also what has happened in phrases like a cup of tea becoming a cuppa
/"kVp@ /. An old advert to encourage the drinking of milk was
Drinka
Pinta (= a pint of)
Milka
Day
Popular spellings of kind of and sort of as kinda, sorta display the same observation.
You sort of / "sO:t @ / try
It’s kind of / "kaind @ / nice
Transcribe the following in two ways
a cup of ________ / ________ coffee at 11 o’_____ clock
a cup of ________ / ________ tea at 4 o’_____ clock
a pint of ________ / ________ beer at 8 o’ _____ clock
a packet of ______ / ________ crisps at the end of _____ / _____ the day
None of the other prepositions have special weak forms with a change of vowel, they are
transcribed with a stress mark if stressed, and without it if unstressed.
We’re going through / Tru: / France. I said We’re going through / "Tru: / France, not
to / "tu: / France
and we’re going for / f@ / two weeks, not in / "In / two weeks.
And you need to check your passport before / bI"fO: /, not after / "A:ft@ /.
Transcribe:
single to ______ Liverpool please
The 8.25 for ______ Manchester will be leaving from ______ Platform 1
Change at _____ Crewe for _____ all stations to _____ Liverpool Lime Street
We apologize that there’ll be a delay of _____ ten minutes.
Conjunctions
The most common conjunction is and. As we have already noted, its full form is / "{nd / and
its most frequent weak form is / @n /. The / n / of its weak form is vulnerable to the process
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of assimilation, as in bed and breakfast / "bEb m= "brEkf@st /. Transcribe these orders for
breakfast:
fruit and _____ breakfast cereals
muesli and _____ cornflakes
eggs and _____ bacon
toast and _____ marmalade
tea and _____ coffee
If the conditions are right, the / n / may give way to a syllabic / n= / (or / m= /, as in bed and
breakfast, or / N= /). Transcribe these suggestions for lunch:
bread and cheese
________________ soup and bread
_______________
omelette and chips
________________ roast pork and gravy _______________
cake and cream
_______________
*
The conjunction or usually remains unchanged when unstressed, except in a few set phrases.
When a genuine choice or alternative is being offered, the conjunction remains as / O: / with
the possibility of / r / liaison as in
choice or / O:r / alternative
Notice the full form in:
brown bread or ______ white
tea or _____ coffee
with or _____ without
but in set phrases like one or two, the conjunction may be reduced to / @ /. Compare
How long are you staying? Two or / @ / three days
Well, is it two or / O: / three days.
Well, when we’ve more or / @ / less finished.
Similarly, with nor.
He’s not staying, and nor / nO:r / are you
A day or / @ / two is neither here nor / n@ / there
*
The conjunction but / bVt / is weakened to / b@t / when unstressed. In these it is unstressed:
The weather will be dry but / b@t / cold
wet but ____ mild
warm at first, but ____ cold later
You should be all right, but ____ take an umbrella just in case
*
The conjunction as / {z / is weakened to / @z / when unstressed
They were as /@z / snug as ____ a bug in a rug
as ____ warm as ____ toast
as ____ dry as ____ possible
The / z / is susceptible to the process of assimilation
Take as ____ much as ____ you like
(If you in this context is unstressed, the / j / will be elided: / @Z u /: but if you is stressed, the
/ j / is retained: ..... as you /... @Z "ju: / think best.)
As at the beginning of an utterance is usually strong: As / {z / I came to work today
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*
The conjunction because has a strong form / bI"kQz / and a weak form when unstressed:
/ bIk@z /. At the beginning of an utterance, it is usually strong:
Because / bI"kQz / it’s raining, we’ll stay inside
We can go out now, because / bIk@z / it’s stopped
The weak form can be further weakened to a single syllable: / k@z /, popularly spelt as cos:
Let’s go out, cos / k@z / it’s stopped raining
The final / z / is susceptible to the process of assimilation
We’re going out, cos / k@Z / you said we could
(The / j / of you would be elided if unstressed.)
The weak forms of because are valid too in the phrasal preposition because of.
We stayed in because / bIk@z / of / @v / the rain
We stayed in cos / k@z / of / @v / the rain
*
The word that is usually pronounced in a weak form / D@t / when it operates as a relative
pronoun or conjunction, as in
The weather that / D@t / was forecast
They said that _____ it would be wet
Now that _____ it’s stopped .....
The word that is usually pronounced in its strong form / D{t / as a demonstrative adjective or
pronoun
It rained throughout that / "D{t / day
So that / "D{t / was that / "D{t /
It was that / "D{t / wet
Transcribe
That ______ man said that _____ all that _____ rain that _____ fell yesterday
was enough to fill that _____ reservoir that _____ we saw.
*
Finally, the conjunction than is usually pronounced in its weak form / D@n /
Wetter than / D@n / yesterday
More rain than _____ ever
Rather go abroad than _____ stay here
*
None of the other conjunctions have special weak forms with a change of vowel; they are
transcribed with a stress mark if they are stressed, and without it if unstressed:
I said if / "If /
if / If / you like
While / "waIl / it’s raining let’s play Monopoly
Let’s play Monopoly while / waIl / it’s raining
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Determiners
The determiners that have special weak forms are the definite and indefinite articles and the
possessive adjectives.
The definite article the has a special strong form: / "Di: /, as in
Spain is the / "Di: / place for sun
It also has an ordinary strong form: / "D@ / as in
The definite article is the / "D@ /
(This is one of only two occasions in Southern English Standard Pronunciation (‘RP’) when
the neutral vowel is stressed.)
It also has two weak forms: / D@ / before consonants, / Di / before vowels, as in
The / D@ / definite article
The / Di / articles
Transcribe the following:
The weather __________
The umbrella __________
The rain
__________
The ice
__________
The morning __________
The afternoon __________
The night
__________
The evening __________
The hotel
__________
The hour
__________
The usual
__________
The unusual __________
*
The indefinite articles have strong forms: / eI / before consonants, / {n / before vowels.
I said an / "{n / egg, not half a dozen
At least you’ve a / "eI / drink, even if it’s not what you ordered
The corresponding weak forms are / @ / and / @n /
Transcribe
a coffee
__________
an ice-cream __________
a banana
__________
an apple
__________
a hostel
__________
an inn
__________
a useful thing __________
an ugly scene __________
*
The word some is used for indefiniteness with mass nouns like milk. Its strong form is
/ sVm / and its weak form is / s@m /.
At least you’ve got some / "sVm / milk
I need some / s@m / more milk
Transcribe these phrases with both the strong and the weak forms
Some sugar _____ / _____ ________
Some money _____ / _____ ________
Some change _____ / _____ ________
Some time
_____ / _____ ________
*
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Any and many have the same form in both stressed and unstressed situations:
I haven’t had any / "Eni / sugar
I haven’t had any / Eni / sugar
They’ve been many / "mEni / times
I don’t have many / mEni / ideas
But there is the possibility of weak forms in common phrases: / @ni / and / m@ni / as in
I haven’t any / @ni / left
How many / m@ni / do you need
*
The demonstrative adjectives are this / DIs /, that / D{t /, these / Di:z /, and those / D@Uz /.
They do not change in unstressed positions: it is in this respect that it is important to
distinguish between that as a conjunction which regularly weakens to / D@t / and that as a
determiner that remains in its strong form.
Notice how the final / s / of this, and the final / z / of these and those are susceptible to the
process of assimilation.
What are you going to do with all these euros? / Di:Z / __________
this cheque? ________________
those shorts? ________________
*
The possessive adjectives are my / maI /, your / jO: /, his / hIz /, her / h3: /, its / Its /, our
/ aU@ /, their / DE@ / and whose / hu:z /. Strong forms are used for emphasis or contrast.
My and their do not normally have a weak form:
Hey, that’s my / "maI / sun cream, my _____ towel, my _____ place
Now, let me think. I’ve got my / maI / wallet, my _____ passport, my _____ ticket
and my _____ insurance.
Our is often weakened to / A: /, with / r / liaison:
We’re off on our / A: / holidays
Our / A: / Father
Your is often weakened to / j@ /, with / r / liaison – hence its popular spelling as yer
Off on your / j@ / holidays, are you?
On your / j@ / bike? On your / j@r / own?
His, her and whose have weak forms with / h / elision if immediately preceded by a word
What’s his / Iz / name?
I don’t know his / Iz / name
What’s her / 3: / name?
I don’t know her / 3: / name
The couple whose / uz / names I’ve forgotten
I don’t know whose / uz / tickets these are
If they begin a new utterance, the / h / is usually pronounced.
Whose / hu:z / tickets are these?
His / hIz / name is Paolo
Her / h3: / name is Michaela
*
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Most titles are stressed:
Mr / "mIst@ / Smith Mr / "mIst@r / Evans
Mrs / "mIsIz / Smith Mrs / "mIsIZ / Jones
Miss / "mIs / Smith
Miss / "mIZ / Jones
Ms / "m@z / Smith
Ms / "m@Z / Jones
(NB the only other occasion for / "@ /.)
Master / "m{st@ / Tom Master / m{st@r / Edward
Baroness / "b{r@n@S / Young
President / "prEzIdn=t / Eisenhower
Queen / "kwi:n / Elizabeth
Prince / "prIns, "prInts / Philip
but some other monosyllabic titles are often unstressed:
St / s@nt / Andrew
Sir / s@ / Winston
Sir / s@r / Anthony
Pronouns
The subject pronouns are I / aI /, you / ju: /, he / hi: /, she / Si: /, it / It /, we / wi: / and they
/ DeI /; the object pronouns, where different, are me / mi: /, him / hIm /, her / h3: /, us / Vs /
and them / DEm /. The relative pronouns are who / hu: /, and, possibly, whom / hu:m /; and
the possessive pronouns are mine / maIn /, yours / jO:z /, his / hIz /, hers / h3:z /, ours
/ aU@z / (or / A:z /), theirs / DE@z / and whose / hu:z /. These strong forms are used for
emphasis or contrast; there are weak forms for many of them in unstressed positions.
However, the possessive pronouns are not normally used in unstressed positions.
The weak forms of he, she, we, me all take a weak vowel
He / hi / told me / mi /, so we / wi / know she / Si / is going to Spain
The weak forms of us and them take the neutral vowel
They told us / @s / that you saw them / D@m / on their way
A special case arises with let’s / lEts / as distinct from let us /lEt @s /. Compare let’s go and
let us go.
The weak forms of he, him, her and who tend to ‘suffer’ / h /-elision unless they begin a new
utterance.
he / hi / has heard, but does he / i / understand
Well, I told him / Im /
Will he / i / let her / 3: / know
She’s the one who / u / will understand
You, is weakened to / ju / or even – like your - to / j@ /, especially in comment phrases like
you know, you see; but also consider
Are you / j@ / going today
We’ll see you / j@ / there
The / j / is susceptible to coalescence immediately after / t, d /
We’ll meet / "mi:tS @ / you there
We’ll need you / "ni:dZ @ / there
Did you / "dIdZ @ / go
Must you / "mVStS u /
*
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Finally, there is the pronoun one / wVn, wQn /. In an unstressed position, it generally keeps
its strong form:
One /wVn, wQn / must not lose one’s / wVnz, wQnz / head, must one / wVn, wQn /
I’d like one / wVn, wQn / of the red ones
There is a weak form that is occasionally used: / @n /, popularly spelled as ‘un
The little ‘uns / @nz /
Auxiliary verbs
The auxiliary verbs be, have and do and their various forms are used in verb phrases to
indicate aspect, emphasis and contrast, and to operate negative and interrogative functions.
There are strong forms and weak forms for each verb. Each of these verbs also acts as a full,
lexical verb, in which case, they will normally be pronounced in their strong forms, eg
To be / "bi: / or not to be / "bi: /
To have / "h{v / and to hold
To do / "du: / or die
As auxiliary verbs, they are stressed for emphasis or contrast, but are unstressed otherwise:
To see and be / "bi: / seen
You won’t be / bi / seen
To fight and to have / "h{v / fought
You must have / @v / fought
Do / "du: / take a seat
Where do / du / I sit?
*
Be
I am / "{m / going
Am is weakened to / @m / after a consonant, eg Where am / @m / I staying?
and to / m / after a vowel, eg I’m / m / staying here
You are / A: / going; with / r / liaison: You are / "A:r / invited
Are is weakened to / @ /, eg All the boys are / @ / going
with / r / liaison,
eg All the boys are / @r / invited
Are may be weakened to / r / following a vowel:
You’re invited / jO: r, j@ r /
They’re invited / DeI r, DE@ r /
He is / "Iz / going
Is is weakened in a way parallel to the morphological variations of the < -es > inflection
(Transcribing English Words, p 41)
James is / Iz / going, and Janice is / Iz / too
(/ Iz, @z / after sibilants)
John’s / z / going, and Claire’s / z / thinking about it (/ z / after other voiced sounds)
Jack’s / s / going, but Elizabeth’s / s / not
(/ s / after voiceless sounds)
He was / "wQz / going
Was is weakened to / w@z /
Sarah was / w@z / going too, and so was / w@Z / Judith
They were / "w3: / going
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Were is weakened to / w@ /, with possible / r / liaison
None of them were / w@ / going, even though they were / w@r / all invited
I’ve been / "bi:n / invited already
Been is weakened to / bIn /
Just think, we’ve all been / bIn / invited
*
Have
I have / "h{v / seen it
She has / "h{z / seen it
They had / "h{d / seen it
Have, has, had ‘suffer’ / h / elision in their weak forms unless they begin new utterances:
Have / h@v / you seen it
Has / h@z / he seen it
Had / h@d / they seen it
Otherwise the weak forms retain the neutral vowel after a consonant, but lose it after a vowel:
Yes, I’ve / v / seen it, and the boys’ve / @v / seen it too
Yes, he’s / z / seen it, and Janice’s / @z / seen it too
Yes, they’d / d / seen it, and the girls’d / @d / seen it too
Has also follows the morphological variations of the < -es > inflection, like is:
James’s gone / @z /
John’s gone / z /
Jack’s gone / s /
*
Do
I do / "du: / believe in God
Do is weakened to / du / or / d@ /:
Do / du, d@ / they believe in God
Do / du, d@ / you believe too
She does / "dVz / believe in God
Does is weakened to / d@z /:
Does / d@z / he believe too
Note that in do you / d@ ju /, the neutral vowel is often elided, allowing a process of
coalescent assimilation to take place: / dju / becomes / dZu / (or / dZ@ /).
How do you do? / "haU dZ@ "du: /
What do you think? / "wQ? dZ@ "TINk /
Do you really believe / dZu "rI@li b@"li:v /
Modal verbs
Modal verbs add degrees of a sense of likelihood, necessity and possibility to the verb phrase.
They include
can / k{n / and could / kUd /
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may / meI / and might / maIt /
shall / S{l / and should / SUd /
will / wIl / and would / wUd /
must / mVst / and ought / O:t /
They are pronounced in these full forms when stressed, especially for emphasis or contrast:
Can / "k{n / you speak Spanish? I can / "k{n / and I will / "wIl /
But what about Catalan? I would / "wUd / if I could / "kUd /
May, might and ought do not have special weak forms when unstressed, but the other modal
verbs do.
She can / k@n / speak Spanish quite well.
She could / k@d / have said that in Spanish for you.
We shall / S@l / see if she can / "k{n /
They should / S@d / tell her to come
How will / w@l / they know you’re going
We would / w@d / have to tell them
She must / m@st / at least be given a chance
Yes, she must / m@s / be given the chance at least
Will and shall are both regularly reduced to / l / or / @l /; and would and should to / d / or
/ @d /; thus the semantic differences between them are lost.
We’ll / l / see tonight
If she’d / d / talk in Spanish, that’d / @d / help us a lot
Otherwise, Paul’ll / @l / try
Final / d / of could, should, would and had, like did, is susceptible to the processes of
assimilation.
They could / "kUg / go, if they could / k@b / manage without her
They should / "SUb / be able to manage
They would / "wUb / be able to manage if she went with them
She’d / g / go with them, but would you / "wUdZ u / let her
Had you / "h{dZ u / thought of going yourself
How would you / w@dZ @ / feel about that
Just, Not, So, There
The first three of these words figure regularly in all kinds of phrases and idioms, and no
doubt it is because of their frequency that they have acquired weak forms, in addition to their
strong forms
They’ve just / "dZVst / arrived, just /"dZVs / this minute
Not / "nQ? / bad, but they’ll be so / "s@U / tired
Oh, we’re not so / s@ / bad, thank you. We weren’t / "w3:nt / held up anywhere;
just / dZ@s / glad to be back
There has a special weak form in existential clauses, in contrast to locative senses:
It was nice being there / "DE@ /, but there’s / D@ z / no place like home
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There is a further complication in the pronunciation of n’t. We have already noted that final
/ t / is now often articulated as a glottal stop [ ? ] before any immediately following
consonant (except / h /). This would account for
I don’t know / aI "d@Unt "n@U / or / aI "d@Un? "n@U /
The [ ? ] would, however, not prevent the processes of assimilation operating in informal
colloquial speech, so these alternatives exist:
I don’t believe it
/aI "d@Unt b@"li:v It / or / aI "d@Ump b@"li:v It /
I don’t get it
/ aI "d@Unt "gEt It / or / aI "d@UNk "gEt It /
Why don’t you
/ waI "d@Unt ju / or / waI "d@UntS u /
The same kind of alternative pronunciations operate with
aren’t : we aren’t going
/ wi "A:nt g@UIN / or / wi "A:Nk g@UIN /
isn’t : it isn’t possible
/ It "Iz@nt "pQsIb@l / or / It "Iz@mp "pQsIb@l /
wasn’t: he wasn’t paying
/ hi "wQzn=t "peIIN / or / hi wQz@mp "peIIN /
weren’t: we weren’t kept
/ wi "w3:nt kEpt / or / wi "w3:Nk kEpt /
haven’t: I haven’t said
/ aI "h{v@nt "sEd / or / aI "h{v@n? "sEd /
hasn’t: she hasn’t complained / Si "h{zn=t k@m"pleInd /or / Si "h{z@Nk k... /
hadn’t: it hadn’t come
/ It "h{dn=t kVm / or / It h{gN=k kVm /
doesn’t : he doesn’t know
/ hi "dVzn=t n@U / or / hi "dVzn=? n@U /
didn’t : they didn’t believe him /DeI "dIdn=t b@"li:v Im / or / DeI "dIbm=p b@"li:v Im /
can’t: I can’t be bothered
/ aI "kA:mp bi "bQD@d / or / aI "kA:m? bi "bQD@d /
couldn’t : he couldn’t be
/hi "kUdn=t bi / or / hi "kUbm=p bi /
shan’t: we shan’t go
/ wi "SA:nt g@U / or / wi "SA:Nk g@U /
shouldn’t : you shouldn’t go / ju "SUdn=t g@U / or / ju "SUgNk g@U /
won’t: you won’t make it
/ ju "w@Unt "meIk It / or / ju "w@Ump "meIk It /
wouldn’t: they wouldn’t mind /DeI "wUdn=t "meIk It / or / DeI "wUbm=p "meIk It /
mustn’t: you mustn’t come / ju "mVsn=t "kVm / or / ju "mVs@Nk "kVm /
mightn’t: he mightn’t think / hi "mAitn=t TINk / or / hi "mAitn=? TINk /
oughtn’t: they oughtn’t to
/ DeI "O:tn=t tu / or / DeI "O:tn=? tu /
needn’t: you needn’t bother / ju "ni:dn=t "bQD@ / or / ju "ni:bm=p "bQD@ /
daren’t : she daren’t move
/ Si "dE@nt "mu:v / or / Si "dE@mp "mu:v /
If this wasn’t complicated enough, it is also observable how people are simplifying some of
these phrases even further. If the n’t follows a vowel, the / n / can change to a nasalization of
that vowel and the / t / to a glottal stop.
I don’t [ "d@~U~? ] know
I can’t [ "kA~:? ] believe it
They aren’t [ "A~:? ] going
We weren’t [ "w3~:? ] kept
We shan’t [ "SA~:? ] go
You won’t [ "w@~U~? ] make it
She daren’t [ "dE~@~? ] move
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Finally, to add yet further to these complications, people very often simplify in another way
by eliding the / t / of n't, even though it is preceded by a voiced sound / n /:
I don’t know / aI "d@Un "n@U / or even / aI d@ "n@U / (= I ‘dunno’)
I don’t care / aI "d@UN "kE@ /
we won’t bother / wi "w@Um "bQD@ /
you didn’t say / ju "dIdn= "seI /
etc
A similar process of elision explains how want to and going to get pronounced
I want to go (I ‘wanna’ go)
/ aI "wQn@ "g@U /
I’m going to go (I’m gonna go) / aIm "gQn@ "g@U /
To summarize this complex range of possibilities, cases of n’t immediately after a vowel (as
in aren’t, weren’t, don’t, can’t, won’t, shan’t, daren’t) can be pronounced as follows:
Don’t talk:
/ "d@Unt /, / "d@Un? /, [ "d@~U?~ ], / "d@Un /
Don’t push
/ "d@Unt /, / "d@Ump /, [ "d@~U~? ], / "d@Um /
Don’t go
/ "d@Unt /, / "d@UNk /, [ "d@~U?~ ], / "d@UN /
Most of these possibilities are also valid for other words ending in / -nt /: however, the
/ t / element is usually retained whether it is realized as [ t ] or [ ? ] or assimilated:
pleasantness / "plEzn=tn@s, "plEz@n?n@s /
resentment
/ rI"zEntm@nt, ri"zEmpm@nt /
pleasant places / "plEzn=t, "plEz@mp "pleIs@z /
recent case
/ "ri:sn=t, "ri:s@Nk "keIs@z /
front page
/ "frVnt, "frVmp / or [ "frV~? ] / "peIdZ /
front cover
/ "frVnt, "frVNk / or [ "frV~? ] / "kVv@ /
In all these cases of n’t and final –nt, you have to listen carefully to what is actually said; and
being aware of the various possibilities will help to discern that. In such cases, it seems worth
while transcribing a glottal stop as such, [ ? ], even though strictly speaking, it does not
belong to phonemic transcriptions.
Syllable elision in lexical items and phrases
The pressure from rhythm accounts not only for the proliferation of special weak forms of
many grammatical items but also for the elimination of whole syllables, especially in verb
phrases with auxiliary and modal verbs. Thus in
I don’t know if he’s coming
the two syllables of do not are reduced to one, don’t, and also the two syllables of he is to
one, he’s.
There has been a similar strong tendency to eliminate syllables in lexical items too, specially
where there is a succession of unstressed syllables separated by /r, l, n /. Typically, the
unstressed vowel is elided before such a consonant; in this way the syllable sequence is
reduced. Thus historically, history has changed from / "hIst@ri / to / "hIstri / in most – but not
all – British accents, and secretary from / "sEkr@t@ri /, or / "sEkr@tE@ri /, to / "sEkr@tri /.
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Here is a sample list of ordinary words with unstressed < -ar- >, <-er->, <-or->, <-our-> and
<-ur-> which gets eliminated before another unstressed syllable.
stationary
stationery
category
natural
/ "steIS@nri /
/ "steIS@nri /
/ "k{t@gri /
/ "n{tSr@l /
secretary
every
factory
century
primary
grocery
sensory
luxury
secondary
delivery
memory
tertiary
advisory
quandary
Everest
ordinary
interest
temporal
neighbouring
doctoral
flavouring
estuary
average
sanctuary
coverage
favourable
January
camera
motoring
favourite
opera
monitoring
general
generous
generative

glamorous
humorous

delivering
suffering
Notice how the four syllables of February / "fEbru@ri / get reduced to three: / "fEbr@ri,
"fEbj@ri /, and even to two / "fEbri /. Similarly, library, literary, temporary are sometimes
reduced with the loss of one / r /: / "laIbri /, / "lItri /, / "tEmpri /.
There is, however, usually no reduction in those words where otherwise / l / and / r / would
come
together:
salary
/ "s{l@ri /,
celery
/ "sEl@ri /,
calorie
/ "k{l@ri /,
colouring / "kVl@rIN /, not */ "s{lri /, etc.
American practice is to give a secondary stress to the < a > in words like primary, secondary;
and primary stress in derived adverbs; many British follow this pattern in the adverbs: thus
primarily is either / "praIm@r@li / or / praI"mEr@li / or / praI"mE@r@li /, or / praI"m{r@li /.
Transcribe the word secondarily in these ways
____________
____________
____________
___________
Similarly, temporarily
____________
____________

____________

___________

A similar kind of reduction takes place where two unstressed syllables are separated by / l /.
Thus, older historically / hIs"tQrIk@li / loses the syllable before / l /: / hIs"tQrIkli /.
Transcribe
technically
____________
scientifically ____________
economically ____________
politically
____________
musically
____________
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A similar loss happens in words like this: carefully / "kE@f@li / becomes / "kE@fli /.
Transcribe
hopefully
____________
helpfully
____________
joyfully
____________
usefully
____________
woefully
____________
It also happens in this word: easily / "i:zili / becomes / "i:zli /, and also in words like this:
usually / "ju:Zu@li / becomes /"ju:Z@li / or even /"ju:Zli /. Transcribe in these two colloquial
styles:
actually
____________
____________
casually
____________
____________
The words chocolate and family are both regularly reduced to two syllables: / "tSQkl@t /;
/ "f{mli /, and verbs with an unstressed syllable with / l / in final position, followed by the –
ing suffix: travelling / "tr{v@lIN / becomes / "tr{vlIN / (see also Transcribing English Words
p 39 for similar cases with syllabic / l /.)
A similar reduction happens when two unstressed syllables are separated by / n /. For
instance, happening / "h{p@nIN / becomes / "h{pnIN /. Historically, this is what has
happened to evening / "i:vnIN /. Transcribe the more colloquial style of these words
opening
____________
widening
____________
mentioning ____________
functioning ____________
bargaining
____________
Notice also how the three syllables of national and company / "n{S@n@l /, / "kVmp@ni /
become two / "n{Sn@l /, / "kVmpni / and how the four syllables of reasonable / "ri:z@n@b@l /
become three / "ri:zn@b@l /, through the loss of the unstressed syllable before / n /. (In a
similar way the four syllables of comfortable / "kVmf@t@b@l / become three / "kVmft@b@l /.)
The elimination of a weak syllable in a sequence of weak syllables also takes place across
word boundaries, ie in phrases. Consider the phrase matter of fact / "m{t@r @v "f{kt /; there
is a sequence of two unstressed syllables separated by / r / in a way that is exactly parallel in
the case of lexical items like mystery and interest. What regularly happens is that the
unstressed syllable before / r / will disappear: / "m{tr @v "f{kt /. Consider these phrases and
transcribe them in the same colloquial style:
after a while
_______________
brother in law
_______________
mother and toddlers _______________
doctor in the house _______________
offer advice
_______________
and also
travel at night
_______________
open at nine
_______________
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Finally, it is worth noting that some speakers eliminate an unstressed vowel at the beginning
of certain words before / r, l /, as in correct / k@"rEkt / becoming / "krEkt / and collect /
k@"lEkt / becoming / "klEkt /. Consider these words and transcribe them in this colloquial
style:
terrific
__________
police
__________
eleven
__________
parade
__________
verandah
__________
Notice how perhaps / p@"h{ps / alternates with / p@"r{ps / and then also, more colloquially,
with / "pr{ps /. And the verb suppose / s@"p@Uz / is reduced to / "sp@Uz /, especially in the
phrase suppose so; a popular spelling, s’pose so, reflects this.
Similarly, in phrases with unstressed for and / r / liaison, the neutral vowel before / r / may
disappear; for example, for instance may reduce to two syllables / "frInst@nts / from three
/ f@r "Inst@nts /. Transcribe in this same colloquial style
for example __________
for everyone __________
for £8
__________
for a minute __________

Phrases and compounds
There are two final matters to consider in the transcription of phrases. One is the contrast that
exists in English between certain phrases and compounds ‘made up’ of the same words. An
easy example to consider is the contrast between a black bird and a blackbird; another is the
contrast between cross words and crosswords. It is worth noting that the adjective-noun
phrases consist of separate semantic entities, that the grammar of the adjective can easily
change (eg blackest birds, or black and white birds), and that they are always spelt as
separate words; in pronunciation, each word in these phrases is then given a primary stress:
/"bl{k "b3:d/, /"krQs "w3:dz/.
On the other hand, compounds are single semantic entities; they are single lexical items (eg a
blackbird is a single specific kind of bird, and a crossword is a single specific kind of word
puzzle), and the first element of the compound is unchangeable.In pronunciation, these
factors are recognized by there being only one primary word stress:
/"bl{k%b3:d/, /"krQs%w3:dz/.
However, there is an inconsistency in English about the way in which compounds can be
spelt: they can be spelt either as a single word, or hyphenated, or with a word space: eg
teatime, tea-time, or tea time. Of course, the pronunciation is the same: /"ti:%taIm/. But
spelling can be very deceptive: there is a difference, for instance, between a teacher who
happens to be English and a teacher who teaches English, but both cases would be spelt as an
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English teacher. The first case is a phrase and the second a compound, and although they are
not distinguished in spelling, they are in pronunciation:
as a phrase: /"INglIS "ti:tS@/; and as a compound: /"INglIS%ti:tS@/.
The phrase is parallel to others like an English family, an American preacher, the Black
Prince, etc, each word in each phrase having a primary stress. The compound, on the other
hand, is parallel to other ‘professionals’, like a music teacher, a sports master, a tennis
player, etc; each of these compounds are treated as single entities, and are pronounced with
only one primary stress despite being spelt as if they were two words:
/"mju:zik%ti:tS@/, /"spO:ts%mA:st@/, /"tEnis%pleI@/.
Here is another case of a contrast which is awkward to discern; the difference between saying
“uu” (ie double <u>) and “w”.
as a phrase (two semantic entities): /"dVb@l "ju:/
as a compound (one semantic entity): /"dVb@l%ju:/
Transcribe the differences between the following pairs:
dark room / darkroom
___________________
green house / greenhouse
___________________
white board / whiteboard
___________________
no body / nobody
___________________
heavy weight / heavyweight ___________________
brother in law / brother-in-law___________________
and these verb phrases / compound nouns
to take away / a take-away
to pull over / a pullover
to come back / a come back
to walk about / a walk about
to pay off / the payoff
to look out / a lookout

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

This contrast is similar, of course, to the basis of the old jokes involving compounds and
noun-verb sequences, like What made the cow slip? She saw the bull rush! Similarly, the
children’s song When I see an elephant fly:
I’ve seen a horse/dragon/house fly; ..a peanut stand / a baseball bat; I’ve heard a diamond
ring / a fireside chat
Stress shift in phrases
The final matter to consider in the transcription of phrases is the phenomenon known as stress
shift. This concerns those words that have a secondary stress preceding the primary stress, in
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words like fundamental: /%fVnd@"mEntl=/, university: /%ju:nI"v3:s@ti/, and adjectival
compounds like brand new: /%br{n"nju:/, and easy-going: /%i:zi"g@UIN/. In Transcribing
English Words, p 43,we mentioned that such words generally change their stress pattern in
certain kinds of phrases. If such a word occurs in a phrase with another stressed word
following, the sequence of secondary – primary stress is changed to primary – secondary.
Take the word fundamental again. If it occurs in a phrase with no stressed word following,
like These ideas appear quite fundamental to us, the stress pattern is that given in the
previous paragraph, with the sequence secondary – primary. But if in a different context it
occurs in a phrase which contains a following stressed word, the sequence will be generally
reversed: To us these are fundamental principles, primary – secondary: /"fVnd@%mEntl=
"prins@p@lz/.
Or take the word university. In the phrase Cardiff University, the stress pattern of university is
secondary – primary, as given above. But in University of Cardiff, with a stressed word
following within the phrase, the stress pattern is reversed: primary – secondary,
/"ju:nI%v3:s@ti @v *"kA:dIf/.
Similarly with the adjectival compounds:
Their car is brand new: /%br{n"nju:/
He’s pretty easy-going: /%i:zi"g@UIN/

It’s a brand new car: /"br{n%nju: "ka:/
He needs an easy-going friend
/"i:zi%g@UIN "frEnd/

The ‘teen’ numbers provide another good case of potential stress shift. Thirteen said at the
end of a phrase has the stress pattern secondary – primary: /%T3:"ti:n/, but when a stressed
word follows in the phrase, the pattern changes:
He’s now 13:

/%T3:"ti:n/

He’s now 13 years old: /"T3:%ti:n %j3:z "@Uld/

And all the other ‘teen’ numbers likewise. Consider dates like 1919; the first ‘teen’ number is
followed by a stressed word and so has the pattern secondary – primary, but the second ‘teen’
number is final, and so has the pattern secondary – primary: /"naIn%ti:n %naIn"ti:n/.
And finally, when compound adverbs like downstairs are used as an adjective with a noun
following, the stress pattern changes too.:
They have a bedroom downstairs:
A downstairs bedroom:

/%daUn"stE@z/
/"daUn%stE@z "bEd%ru:m/

They don’t have a toilet inside:
An outside toilet:

/%In"saId/
/"aUtsaid "tOIl@t/
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Part 3: Whole texts
We have now covered all the processes of simplification and the effects of rhythm that affect
the pronunciation of phrases in English, and you should now be able to transcribe whole texts
in a typical colloquial style.
First of all, you could try to transcribe the story of Goldilocks in a typical, careful reading
style, as if reading the story to a child. Guidance is given for each line.
1 Once upon a time

epenthesis between /n/ and /s/. Weak form of a

2 there was a little girl

there: existential (weak) or locative (strongl)? was is weak

3 called Goldilocks.

look for a case of elision

4 One day

both words are stressed

5 she went for a walk in the woods

Why is /t/ not elided? Notice /r/ liaison. What else happens to for?

6 all by herself.

her is unstressed, so loses /h/

7 And as she walked down one path

And: weak? What happens to the <s> of as ? One case of elision, another
of assimilation

8 she saw a nice house.

NB Intrusive /r/

9 Since she was full of curiosity

What happens to final /s/ of since? Was and of are weak

10 she walked close by

Do you notice another case of elision?

11 and noticed that the door

And yet another case of elision? Is that weak or strong?

12 was a little ajar.

Only one stress in this line

13 She knocked but there was no
reply

And yet another case of elision? Four weak words in this line

14 She called and there was still no
reply

Is the <ed> of called elided?

15 And because she was so curious

What happens to /n/ of and, /z/ of because? Is so weak or strong?

16 she decided to peep inside.

Why is the final /d/ of decided not elided?

17 There she saw a table

There: weak or strong? Intrusive /r/?

18 and on the table

Is on stressed on this occasion?

19 there were three bowls of

There: weak or strong? Were is weak
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porridge –
20 a big one, a middle-sized one,
and a little one....

Note the compound word stress; and a case of elision?

21 Again because she was so
curious

The /n/ of again does not assimilate because of the pause; but there is a

22 she actually took a spoonful
from the big one

Note the pronunciation of actually

23 but it was too hot

But: weak or strong?

24 So she took a spoonful from the
middle-sized one

So: weak or strong? Spoonful is a compound
See line 20

25 but it was too cold

First three words all weak

26 and then she took a spoonful

Then is stressed

case of assimilation elsewhere

27 from the little bowl
28 and that was just right

That: weak or strong? Just: weak or strong? Any elision?

29 and she took another spoonful
30 before she realized it

Before is stressed. Is the <ed> of realized elided?

31 she had eaten it all up.

What happens to had ? NB Syllabic /n/

32 She felt quite full

Why is /t/ not elided in felt?

33 and decided to sit in one of the
easy chairs

How is the pronounced in this line?

34 There was a big chair

There: weak or strong?

35 but it was too hard

See line 25

36 There was a middle-sized chair

See line 20 again

37 but that was too soft

That: weak or strong? Why?

38 And then there was a little chair

Then is stressed

39 and that felt just right

See lines 37 and 32, and then 28

40 But she leaned right back

A case of elision? /t/ of right is [?] here
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41 and it collapsed

How is –ed pronounced here?

42 As she picked herself up
from the floor

See line 7, then 41, then 6

43 she noticed the stairs

A case of elision?

44 And being a very curious little
girl

What happens to and here?

45 she went up

Up is not a preposition here; it is stressed

46 and there she found three beds

Is there weak or strong? And a case of elision?

47 a big one but it felt too hard
48 a middle-sized one,

See line 20 again, if you really need to

49 but it felt too soft
50 and a little one that suited her
nicely

her: weak or strong?

51 and because she felt so
comfortable

See line 15. So: weak or strong? Notice how comfortable is pronounced

52 she fell asleep.
53 In the meantime,
54 the three bears returned to their
home

Elision?

55 and were surprised to find

Another case of elision? What happens to /d/ of find?

56 the front door wide open

Is /t/ elided, in front? Is <en> in open pronounced as a syllabic /n/ ?

57 Father Bear was even more
surprised

A case of assimilation. Is the <ed> of surprised elided in this case?

58 to find that somebody had taken

That: weak or strong?

59 a spoonful of his porridge

His: is /h/ pronounced here?

60 “Someone’s been eating my
porridge”, he called

How is ‘s pronounced here? Been is weak

61 “And someone’s been eating
my porridge”, said Mother Bear

My is strong here; so don’t forget the stress mark
said does not have a stress mark here, but assimilation?
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62 “And someone’s been eating
my porridge
63 and eaten it all up”, said Baby
Bear

Assimilation?

64 “And someone’s been sitting
in my chair”, said Father Bear

Assimilation?

65 “And someone’s been sitting
in my chair”, said Mother Bear

See line 61

66 “And someone sat on my chair

Assimilation?

67

Two cases of assimilation

and broke it”, cried Baby Bear

68 “Well, who’s been in our house,

How is ‘s pronounced here? Our: weak or full?

69 while we were all out?” they
asked

while has a stress here, possibly because it is followed by a series of weak
syllables. NB ‘linking /r/’ What happens in asked?

70 “I’m going to look upstairs”,
said Father Bear

Is going to pronounced stressed? Note the stress pattern of upstairs

71 “Hey, someone’s been lying
on my bed”, he called
72 “And someone’s been lying
on my bed”, said Mother Bear

Assimilation. Is the /h/ of he pronounced?
See line 61 again, if you must

73 “And someone’s been lying
on my bed
74 and she’s still there,

There ?

75 fast asleep”, said Baby Bear
76 His voice woke her up

What two things happen to her here?

77 She sat up in bed

Assimilation?

78 and frightened by the sight
of the bears,

The <ed> of frightened is elided, but what happens as a resul?

79 she jumped down

Another case of elision

80 ran past them

The /n/ of ran is kept, but what happens to the /t/ of past ?
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81 down the stairs

down is a preposition here, but is stressed

82 out of the house,

out is stressed

83 back into the woods

back is stressed, but into is not

84 and all the way home
*
And now try this conversational monologue in a fairly colloquial style, with less guidance.
1

We’ve been to Italy a couple of
times

Is been stressed here? Watch out for to, and of

2

We’ve driven both times

Watch out for a case of assimilation

3

I don’t mind driving

Remember the problem of n’t (and elision!)

4

I really quite enjoy it

5

But in those days

Those takes a strong stress here

6

you had all different
currencies

Remember the problem of –nt

7

We stayed overnight in Dunkirk

Overnight is a compound adverb here. Don’t forget what happens to /n/
before /k/

8

and paid for bed and breakfast

Cases of assimilation

9

in French francs

/n/ before /k/ again

10 Then we drove to Belgium
11 and paid for mid-morning coffee

How many cases of assimilation in this line? Mid-morning is a compound
adverb turned adjective followed by a stressed word; get its stress right!

12 in Belgian francs

And in this?

13 and then on into Luxembourg
14 We bought petrol there

Why is /t/ not elided? There: weak or strong?

15 because it was cheaper

Is because stressed or not ?

16 and so we used their currency

Elision? Their takes a strong stress here

17 and we stopped for a picnic
there too

Elision? What happens to for ? There ?
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18 And then in the afternoon,

NB The before a vowel. Afternoon is a compound, but which part has
primary stress?

19 we drove on into Germany

NB on is not a preposition here

20 had some food

Some: weak or strong?

21 and of course

Remember what can happen to of in this phrase

22 we had to pay for that in marks

Had: weak or strong? And that ? Assimilation?

23 Four different currencies by
tea-time
24 We stayed with a friend’s
family

Elision?

25 in Southern Germany
26 And the following day
27 crossed the border into
Switzerland

Elision? Liaison?

28 And there of course we used
Swiss francs

There: weak? Liaison? We would normally expect elision of /d/ in used in

29 Then over into Italy

Liaison? Look at line 1 again

30 where we had to start using

Work out what happens to /t/ + /j/ here

a case like this one, but the speaker appears to stumble, and does not elide .

31 Italian lira
32 Six currencies in two days
33 We knew of course before we
started

before is not strong here

34 that we would need all this

Would: weak?

35 so we had bought a bit of each

Had: weak? And what else happens?

36 but on the way back

NB on is stressed here

37 we converted bit by bit

Assimilation?

38 all the currency that we wouldn’t
need again

Work out the n’t here
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39 changing all our lira into Swiss
francs

Liaison?

40 and then all that into German
marks.

Assimilation?

41 Quite crazy
42 and we probably lost quite a
bit that way

Elision?

43 But now, they use euros all
the way

The /z/ of use is retained here, although it could have easily become /Z/

44 except Switzerland

Elision?

45 it’s so much easier

So: weak or strong?

46 and so you don’t lose so much

So twice: weak or strong in each case?

*
And finally this conversational monologue with no guidance.
we were actually in America at the time . uh we’ll always remember the eleventh of
September of course . we were staying with friends in San Francisco . we’d put our Jonathan .
on a plane back to LA . uh . because he had to get . back for his classes . but we couldn’t help
but think then . at the time . how lax their idea of security was . you know he actually offered
his coat to them and opened his bag and so on . but they just waved him through . as if he was
. catching a bus . and I remember thinking then . that wouldn’t happen in Britain . not even in
Cardiff . you know just like . you know . our little airport like Cardiff . that was the . that
was the Monday morning . and then on the . that was the Monday evening . then on the
Tuesday morning . I got up . and went to make a cup of tea . you know . to get going in the
morning . Karen our friend . was already up . and was about to go off jogging . when there
was a phone call . and as she was talking on the phone . she switched the television on . and I
thought that was strange . you don’t normally turn the . TV on . when you’re talking to
somebody on the phone . well it was her husband Jim . he’d heard . of a disaster in New
York on his way to work . not knowing quite what was happening . and there on the screen .
we saw one of the towers . blazing away . and there was a strong suspicion . that this was no
accident . and then on the screen . came this second plane . looking as if it was heading
deliberately . at the at the other tower . and there before my very eyes . the most appalling
disaster was unfolding . I called Charlotte . my wife . to come and see . she’d still been in bed
. waiting for that cup of tea . you’ve got to remember . that San Francisco’s about . three
hours behind New York . so when it was ten over in New York . it was only uh it was only
seven where we were . so there we were . the three of us . watching this horrible disaster
unfolding on TV . Charlotte and me and Karen . as I said Jim had gone off to work early that
morning . well it was incredible . we were just stunned by it all . we just couldn’t believe
what we were watching . it was more of a horror film than reality . and then the first tower
crumbled . this was . more than a bad movie . and then unbelievably the second tower as well
. I still remember the horror . of watching it all happen as it happened . and the great .
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billowing of dust and smoke . pouring down the streets at a frightening speed . and then of
course there was the Pentagon plane too . and the terrific devastation there too . there was a
fourth hijacked plane . and we learned of the heroic efforts of the . passengers . knowing that
they were going to die for a . for certain . but they seized the hijackers . and rammed the
plane . into the ground . but off target . people assumed that it was heading towards
Washington . we sat there . bewildered . stunned . overcome with the power of it all . so
much to take in . all of it staggering . we sat there silent . open-mouthed . shocked . we
remained quiet all morning . and then the first fatalities were being named . those planes . had
been on their way to LA . and San Francisco . so the majority of the dead . were . local men
and women . their names were appearing on a moving line at the bottom of the screen .
practically all of them local people . it was just so dreadful . Karen had had the day off . but
she decided to go into school later on . she’s a school counsellor . and felt that she should be
there to help . we left in the afternoon . I got petrol in their local garage . there was just this
awful eerie silence among the people . it was as if the whole city had gone quiet . oh what a
day that was
*
You have now completed the most thorough and comprehensive introduction to the
transcription of phrases in English that is available anywhere. There will not be an
English phrase now that you will not be able to transcribe, in either an informal or a
more formal style!
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Goldilocks
(# = Transcribed as in the accompanying recording; other, RP/SESP, speakers may well use a different form in these words.)

"wQnts# @pQn @ "taIm D@ w@z @ "lItl= "g3:l "kO:l "g@UldilQks "wQn "deI Si "wEnt fr @ "wO:k
In D@ "wUdz "O:l baI @"sElf @n "{Z Si "wO:k daUn #"wQm "p{T Si "sO:r @ "naIs "haUs
"sIntS Si w@z "fUl @v kjU@ri"Qs@ti Si "wO:k kl@Us "baI @n "n@UtIs D@t D@ "dO: w@z @ lItl=
@"dZA: Si "nQk b@t D@ w@z n@U rI"plaI Si "kO:ld @n D@ w@z "stIl n@U rI"plaI @m bI"kQZ Si
w@z s@U "kjU@ri@s Si dI"saId@d t@ "pi:p In"saId "DE@ Si "sO: @ "teIb@l @n "Qn D@ "teIb@l
D@ w@ "Tri: "b@Ulz @v "pQrIdZ @ "bIg #wQn @ "mIdl=saIz #wQn @n @ "lItl= #wQn @"geIm bIkQZ
Si w@z s@U "kjU@ri@s Si "{ktS@li "tUk @ "spu:nfUl fr@m D@ "bIg #wQn b@t It w@z "tu: "hQt
"s@U Si "tUk @ "spu:nfUl fr@m D@ "mIdl=saIz #wQn b@t It w@z "tu: "k@Uld @n "DEn Si "tUk @
"spu:nfUl fr@m D@ "lItl= "b@Ul @n "D{t w@z "dZVs "raIt @n Si "tUk @"nVD@ "spu:nfUl bI"fO:
Si "rI@laIzd It Si d "i:tn= It "O:l "Vp Si "fElt kwaIt "fUl @n dI"saId@d t@ "sIt In #"wQn @v Di "i:zi
"tSE@z D@ w@z @ "bIg "tSE@ b@t It w@z "tu: "hA:d D@ w@z @ "mIdl=saIz "tSE@ b@t "D{t w@z "tu:
"sQft @n "DEn D@ w@z @ "lItl= "tSE@ @n "D{t "fElt "dZVs "raIt b@t Si "li:n "raIt "b{k @n It
k@"l{pst "{Z Si "pIkt @"sElf "Vp fr@m D@ "flO: Si "n@UtIs D@ "stE@z @m "bi:IN @ vEri
"kjU@ri@s "lItl= "g3:l Si "wEnt "Vp @n "DE@ Si "faUn "Tri: "bEdz @ "bIg #wQn b@t It "fElt "tu:
"hA:d @ "mIdl=saIz #wQn b@t It "fElt "tu: "sQft @n @ "lItl= #wQn D@t "su:t@d h@ "naIsli @m
bI"kQZ Si "fElt s@U "kVmft@b@l Si "fEl @"sli:p In D@ "mi:ntaIm D@ "Tri: "bE@z rI"t3:n t@ DE@
"h@Um @n w@ s@"praIz t@ "fAIn D@ "frVnt "dO: "waId "@Up@n "fA:D@ "bE@ w@z i:v@m "mO:
s@"praIz t@ "faIn D@t "sVmb@di @d "teIk@n @ "spu:nfUl @v Iz "pQrIdZ #"sVmwQnz bin "i:tIN
mai "pQrIdZ i "kO:ld @n #"sVmwQnz bin "i:tIN "mai "pQrIdZ sEb "mVD@ "bE@ @n "sVmwQnz
bin "i:tIN "mai "pQrIdZ @n "i:t@n It O:l "Vp sEb "beIbi "bE@ @n #"sVmwQnz bin "sItIN Im maI
"tSE@ sEd "fA:D@ "bE@ @n #"sVmwQnz bin "sItIN Im "maI "tSE@ sEb "mVD@ "bE@ @n
#"sVmwQn "s{t Qm "maI "tSE@ @m "br@Uk It "kraIb "beIbi "bE@ wEl "hu:z bin In A: "haUs
wAil wi w@r "O:l "aUt DeI A:st aIm "g@UIN t@ "lUk Vp"stE@z sEd "fA:D@ "bE@ "heI #"sVmwQnz
bin "laIIN Qm maI "bEd i "kO:ld @n #"sVmwQnz bin "laIIN Qm "maI "bEd sEb "mVD@ "bE@
@n #"sVmwQnz bin "laIIN Qm "maI "bEd @n Siz "stIl "DE@ "f{st @"sli:p sEb "beIbi "bE@ hIz
"vOIs "w@Uk @r "Vp Si "s{t "Vp Im "bEd @n "fraIt@m baI D@ "saIt @v D@ "bE@z Si "dZVmp
"daUn "r{m* #"p{s D@m "daUn D@ "stE@z "aUt @v D@ "haUs "b{k Int@ D@ "wUdz @n "O:l D@
"weI "h@Um
(* In the accompanying recording, the speaker does not in fact change /n/ to /m/ because of a slight hesitation.)
We’ve been to Italy a couple of times
wiv "bi:n tu *"It@li @ "kVpl @v "taImz wiv "drIv@m "b@UT "taImz aI d@Un? "maIn "draIvIN
aI "rI@li kwaIt En"dZOI It b@t In "D@Uz "deIz ju h{d "O:l "dIfr@n? "kVr@ntsiz wi "steId @Uv@
"naIt In *dVN"k3:k @m "peId f@ "bEd @m "brEkf@st In "frEntS "fr{Nks "DEn wi "dr@Uv t@
*"bEldZ@m @m "peId f@ "mIbmO:nIN "kQfi Im "bEldZ@n "fr{Nks @n DEn "Qn Int@
"lVks@mb3:g wi "bO:? "pEtr@l "DE@ bIk@z It w@z "tSi:p@ @n "s@U we "ju:z "DE@ "kVr@ntsi @n
wi "stQp fr @ "pIknIk "DE@ "tu: @n "DEn In Di "{ft@nu:n wi "dr@Uv "Qn Int@ *"dZ3:m@ni
"h{d s@m "fu:d "{nd @f "kO:s wi "h{d t@ "peI f@ "D{t Im "mA:ks "fO: "dIfr@n? "kVr@ntsiz
baI "ti: taIm wi "steId wID a "frEnz "f{mli In "sVD@n "dZ3:m@ni @n D@ "fQl@UIN "deI
"krQs D@ "bO:d@r Int@ *"swIts@l@nd @n "DE@r @f "kO:s wi "ju:zd "swIs "fr{Nks "DEn "@Uv@r
Intu "It@li wE@ wi "h{d t@ "stA:? "ju:zIN I"t{lI@n "li:r@ "sIks "kVr@ntsiz In "tu: "deIz
wi "nju: @f "kO:s bI"fO: wi "stA:t@d D@t wi w@d "ni:d "O:l "DIs "s@U wi b "bO:t @ "bIt @v "i:tS
b@t "Qn D@ "weI "b{k wi k@n"v3:t@b "bI? baI "bIt "O:l D@ "kVr@ntsi D@? wi "wUdn=? "ni:d
@"geIn "tSeIndZIN "O:l A: "li:r@r Int@ "swIs "fr{Nks @n DEn "O:l "D{t Int@ "dZ3:m@m "mA:ks
"kwaI? "kreIzi @n wi "prQb@bli "lQs "kwaIt @ "bi? "D{? "wei b@? "naU DeI "ju:z "jU@r@Uz
"O:l D@ "weI Ik"sEp "swIts@l@nd Its "s@U mVtS "i:zi@ @n s@U j@ "d@Un? "lu:z s@ mVtS
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We were actually in America at the time
wi w@r "aktS@li In @"mEr@k@r @t D@ "taIm . @ wi l "O:lweIz rI"mEmb@ Di I"lEv@nT @v
sEp"tEmb@r @v "kO:s . wi w@ "steIIN wID "frEnz In *"s{n fr{n"sIsk@U . wi b "pUt A:
*"dZQn@T@n . Qn @ "pleIm "b{k tu *"El "eI . @ . bIkQz #hi "h{d t@ "gEt . "b{k f@ #hIz
# "kl{s@z . b@t wi "kUdn=? "hElp b@t "TINk "DEn. @t D@ "taIm . "haU "l{ks DE@r aI"dI@r @v
sI"kjU@r@ti wQz . j@ "n@U hi "{ktS@li "Qf@d Iz "k@Ut t@ D@m @n "@Up@nd Iz "b{g @n "s@U
Qn . b@t DeI dZ@s "weIvd Im "Tru: . @z If i w@z . "k{tSIN @ "bVs . @n aI rI"mEmb@ "TINkIN
"DEn . "D{t "wUdn=? "h{p@n Im "brItn= . "nQt "i:v@n IN "kA:dIf . j@ "n@U "dZVs laIk . j@ "n@U .
A: "lItl= "E@pO:t laik "kA:dIf . "D{t w@z Di . "D{t w@z D@ #"mVndeI "mO:nIN . @n DEn "Qn
Di . "D{t w@z D@ #"mVndeI "I:vnIN . "DEn Qn D@ "tSu:zdi "mO:nIN . aI "gQt "Vp . @n "wEnt
t@ "meIk @ "kVp @ "ti: . j@ "n@U . t@ "gEt "g@UIN In D@ "mO:nIN . *"k{r@n A: "frEnd . w@z
O:l"rEdi "Vp . @n w@z @baUt t@ "g@U Qf "dZQgIN . "wEn D@ w@z @ "f@UN kO:l . @n "{Z Si w@z
"tO:kIN Qn D@ "f@Un . Si "swItS D@ tEl@"vIZ@n Qn . @n Ai "TO:t "D{? w@z "streIndZ . ju
"d@Un? "nO:m@li "t3:n D@ . "ti:vI "Qn . wEn jO: "tO:kIN t@ "sVmb@di Qn D@ "f@Un . wEl It
w@z h@ "hVzb@n *"dZIm . "hi: d "h3:d . @v @ #dI"z{st@r In *nju: "jO:k Qn Iz "weI t@ "w3:k .
"nQ? "n@UIN kwaI? "wQ? w@z "h{pnIN . @n "DE@r Qn D@ "skri:n . wi "sO: #"wQn @v D@
"taU@z . "bleIziN @"weI . @n D@ w@z @ "strQN s@"spIS@n . D@? "DIs w@z n@U "{ksIdn=t . @n
DEn "Qn D@ "skri:n . "keIm Dis "sEk@m "pleIn . "lUkIN @z If I? w@z "hEdIN dI"lIbr@?li .
# {? Di #{? Di "VD@ "taU@ . @n "DE@ bI"fO: maI "vEri "aIz . D@ m@Ust @"pO:lIN dI"z{st@ w@z
Vn"f@UldIN . aI "kO:l *"SA:l@t . maI "waIf . t@ "kVm @n "si: . Si d "stIl bi:n Im "bEd . "weItIN
f@ "D{? "kVp @ "ti: . j@ v gQt @ rI"mEmb@ . D@? "s{n fr{n"sIsk@U z @baUt . "Tri: "aU@z
bI"haIn nju: "jO:k . s@U "wEn I? w@z "tEn @Uv@r In nju: "jO:k . It w@z "@Unli @ It w@z
"@Unli "sEv@n wE@ "wi: w3: . s@U "DE@ wi "w3: . D@ "Tri: @v #@z . "wQtSIN DIs "hQr@b@l
# dI"z{st@r Vn"f@UldIN Qn ti:"vi: . "SA:l@t @m mI @N "k{r@n . @z aI sEd "dZIm @g "gQn Qf t@
"w3:k "3:li "D{? "mO:nIN . wEl It w@z IN"krEd@b@l . wi w@ dZ@s "stVm baI It O:l . wi dZ@s
"kUbm=p bI"li:v wQ? wi w@ "wQtSIN . It w@z "mO:r @v @ "hQr@ fIlm #D{n ri"{l@ti . @n "DEn
D@ "f3:s "taU@ "krVmb@ld . "DIs w@z . "mO: #D{n @ "b{b "mu:vi . @n "DEn Vmb@"li:v@bli D@
"sEk@n "taU@r @z "wEl . ai "stIl rI"mEmb@ D@ "hQr@ . @v "wQtSIN It "O:l "h{p@n "{z It
"h{p@nd . @n D@ "greIt . "bIl@UIN @v "dVst @n "sm@Uk . "pO:rIN daUn D@ "stri:ts @t @
"fraItnIN "spi:d . @n "DEn @v "kO:s D@ w@z D@ "pEnt@g@m "pleIn "tu: . @n D@ t@"rIfIk
dEv@"steIS@n "DE@ "tu: . D@ w@z @ "fO:T "haIdZ{k "pleIn . @n wi "l3:nt @v D@ h@"r@UIk
"Ef@ts Qv #Di . "p{s@ndZ@z . "n@UIN D@? DeI w@ g@UIN t@ "daI f@r @ . f@ "s3:tn= . b@t Dei
"si:z D@ "haIdZ{k@z . @n "r{m D@ "pleIn . Int@ D@ "grAUnd . b@t "Qf "tA:g@t . "pi:p@l
# @"sju:m D@t It w@z "hEdIN t@wO:dz *"wQSINt@n . wi "s{? "DE@ . bI"wIld@d . "stVnd .
@Uv@"kVm wID D@ "paU@r @v It O:l . "s@U "mVtS t@ teIk "In . "O:l @v I? "st{g@rIN . wi "s{t
DE@ "saIl@nt . #@up@m"maUDd . "SQkt . wi rI"meIN "kwaI@t "O:l "mO:nIN . @n "DEn D@ "f3:s
f@"t{l@tiz w@ bi:IN "neImd . "D@Uz "pleInz . @b bi:n Qn DE@ "weI tu "El "eI . @n "s{n
fr{n"sIsk@U . s@U D@ m@"dZQr@ti @v D@ "dEd . w@ . "l@Uk@l "mEn @n "wImIn . DE@ "neImz
w@r @"pI@rIN Qn @ "mu:vIN "laIn @? D@ "bQt@m @v D@ "skri:n . "pr{kt@kli "O:l @v D@m
"l@Uk@l "pi:p@l . It w@z dZ@s "s@U "drEdf@l . "k{r@n #h{d "h{d D@ "deI "Qf . b@? Si
dI"saId@d t@ "g@U int@ "sku:l "leIt@r "Qn . Si z @ "sku:l "kaUns@l@ . @n "fEl? D@? Si "SUb bi
"DE@ t@ "hElp . "wi: "lEft in Di *{ft@"nu:n . aI "gQ? "pEtr@l In DE@ "l@Uk@l "g{rIdZ . D@ w@Z
dZ@s DIs "O:f@l "I@ri "saIl@nts @mVN D@ "pi:p@l . It w@z @z If D@ "h@Ul "sIti @g "gQN "kwaI@t
. "@U "wQt @ "deI "D{? wQz
# Transcribed as in the accompanying recording; other, RP/SESP, speakers may well use a different form in these words.
In the final two texts, [?] is used as an alternative to /t/ before an immediately following consonant (see pages 7 and 29).
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